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Influence of N2 and Ar on Charge-state-resolved ion energy distributions of arc
plasma from Ti3SiC2 cathodes
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Energy resolved mass spectrometry was used to study arc plasma from Ti

3

SiC

2

cathodes in argon and nitrogen atmospheres. Compound cathodes are commonly used

during deposition of multi component coatings. The plasma formed from these

cathodes is, however, sparsely investigated. In this study we employed ternary

cathodes which, due to the high contents of Si and C, have proven to result in the

deposition of films displaying a wealth of structures with promising mechanical

properties. A filtered dc arc source was operated at pressures ranging from base

pressure up to 1,0 Pa with Ar or 0.6 Pa with N

2

, and mass and energy profiles were

recorded versus the pressure distance product. At base pressure and above pressure

distance product 48 Pa cm Ti

2+

 was the dominating ion, while at 12 and 24 Pa cm Ar

+

was dominating. For a pressure distance product above 96 Pa cm Ti

+

 was with ~30 %

also one of the major species, reducing the average charge state of Ti. Similar trends of

decreasing charge state with increasing pressure were also observed for Si and C. In

N

2

 atmosphere a marked shift was detected, from prevalence of Ti

2+

 ions below 24Pa

cm to domination by Ti

+

 ions above 48Pa cm. In a pressure distance product range

from 24 to 72 Pa cm several clusters were identified containing up to three elements,

including C

2

N

+

, SiN

+

 and TiCN

+

. For species such as Ti

2+

, Ti

3+

 and Si

2+

, the measured

ion energy distributions had a high energy tail up to 150-200eV at base pressure,

resulting in average energies up to ~100eV (for Ti

3+

). With increasing pressure the

plasma became more thermalized, in Ar as well as in N

2

 atmosphere, with successively

decreasing average ion energies. The plasma properties will finally be correlated to the

resulting film structure and composition.
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